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Kingdom of Mutapa - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kingdom_of_Mutapa
The Kingdom of Mutapa, sometimes referred to as the Mutapa Empire was a Shona
kingdom which stretched between the Zambezi and Limpopo rivers of southern Africa â€¦

Mutapa Empire - Afropedea
www.afropedea.org/mutapa-empire
Mutapa Empire (1430 to 1760) was an empire, in present day Zimbabwe, extending to the
Mozambique coast. It was the successor kingdom of Great Zimbabwe.

Mutsiwemvura: Mutapa Empire - blogspot.com
chirandu.blogspot.com/2007/05/monomotapa.html
May 31, 2007 · The Empire of Great Zimbabwe (also called Munhu mu tapa, Mwene
Mutapa, Manhumutapa, Monomotapa, Mutapa, all meaning "Ravager of the Lands") â€¦

Mutapa State, 1450-1884 | Patachu - Africa: Hystory ...
patachu.com/mutapa-state-1450-1884
The Mutapa state was established in the fifteenth century following the decline of Great
Zimbabwe in the south. Swahili and Portuguese traders were in contact

Pre-colonial Mutapa State | Global Black History
www.globalblackhistory.com/2012/05/pre-colonial-mutapa-state.html
The Mutapa traded gold for ceramics and beads which were a status symbol in that day
and time. The Mutapa required his subjects to pay tribute in the form of cattle ...

Monomotapa, Mutapa, Ophir, and King Solomonâ€™s Mines ...
www.geographicus.com/blog/rare-and-antique-maps/monomotapa-mutapa...
Such was the state of the Empire of Mutapa, or as the Portuguese called it Monomotapa,
when the explorer Vasco de Gama rounded the Cape of Good Hope in the 1490s.

When We Ruled - 50 Greatest Africans - Mutapa Matope ...
www.whenweruled.com/articles.php?lng=en&pg=20
The early southern African towns and villages lacked any central authority until discipline
was imposed, first by the 12th or 13th century AD ruler Mutapa (i.e ...

Why did the Mutapa empire decline - Answers.com
wiki.answers.com › â€¦ › History › History of Africa
Around 1430, a prince from Zimbabwe traveled north in search of salt among the Shona-
Tavara. The prince was Nyatsimba Mutota, and the land he conquered would become ...

Peoples, Trade and Empire in East Africa 700 to 1500 CE
www.fsmitha.com/h3/h15-af4.htm
Arab tradesmen south to Mogadishu; Merca and Brava; Nubia, the Soba and Egypt;
Christianity and Islam in Ethiopia; Zimbabwe, Mombasa, Mutapa and Kilwa

Mutsiwemvura: The Rozvi Empire - blogspot.com
chirandu.blogspot.com/2007/05/rozvi-empire.html
May 31, 2007 · The Rozvi empire was established on the Zimbabwean Plateau in the
1600s. In 1693 the Portuguese were defeated by the Rozwi. Modern scholars think â€¦
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